
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But in the course of the night _______ information came in.1. much

He was then the recipient of _______ threatening letters.2. many

But he no sooner touched the sword than it wounded him, so that he could
not use his arm for _______ days.
3.

many

Undoubtedly _______ cases occur, in which we cannot explain how the
same species could have passed from one point to the other.
4. many

The Rhine and the canals will grow crimson, for _______ blood will flow
into them and they will mirror an unequalled conflagration.
5. much

But I don't know about her, you see-she may not have _______ money.6. much

But these authors apparently have not considered the _______ accounts
given by travellers of the wretched food collected by savages.
7. many

There might not be _______ time to act.8. much

She put as _______ confidence into her voice as she could.9. much

We have never found so _______ information in so small a space.10. much

The thought of writing this inscription occurred to me _______ years ago.11. many

We had, notwithstanding, _______ difficulties to encounter.12. many

I had _______ moments alone with Anita.13. many

The boys looked at these things a moment, but did not seem to pay
_______ attention to them.
14.

much

_______ women lost their lives in every part of England without being
brought to trial at all, from the injuries received at the hands of the people.
15. Many

For _______ years, a very considerable revenue was collected from this
source.
16. many
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I have never seen so _______ drunken men struck suddenly sober.17. many

The former strolled gloomily about the fields, and the latter passed
_______ hours in the farmhouse.
18.

many

You see, he was losing so _______ time in coming and going.19. much

I am in earnest, child, though there are now _______ reasons for breaking
the promise.
20. many
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